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Abstrat
In reent years many binary minor planets (BMPs) have been disovered in the Solar system. Many
models have been suggested for their formation, but these enounter diulties explaining their ob-
served harateristis. Here we show that seular perturbations by the Sun (Kozai mehanism) fun-
damentally hange the evolution and the initial distribution of BMPs predited by suh models and
lead to unique observational signatures. The Kozai mehanism an lead to a large periodi osillations
in the eentriity and inlination of highly inlined BMP orbits, where we predit suh eets to be
observable with urrent auray within a few years (e.g. for the binary asteroid Huenna). In addi-
tion, the ombined eets of the Kozai mehanism and tidal frition (KCTF) drives BMPs into short
period irular orbits. We predit a spei inlination dependent distribution of the separation and
eentriity of BMPs, due to these eets, inluding a zone of avoidane at the highest inlinations.
Speially the Kozai evolution ould explain the reently observed peuliar orbit of the Kuiper belt
binary 2001 QW322 . Additionally, the KCTF proess ould lead to BMPs oalesene and serve as
an important route for the formation of irregular shaped single minor planets with large axial tilts.
Subjet headings:
1. INTRODUCTION
Stable gravitational triple systems require a hierarhi-
al onguration, in whih two objets orbit eah other
in a relatively tight inner binary, and the third ob-
jet orbits the binary in a wider outer binary. Al-
though suh triples are stable against disruption, their
orbits may hange shape and orientation on time sales
muh longer than their orbital period. In partiular,
the Kozai-Lidovmehanism(Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962) pre-
dits a seular perturbations of the inner binary or-
bit. So-alled Kozai osillations ause the eentri-
ity and the inlination to utuate. The Kozai meha-
nism is known to be highly important in the evolution of
many triple systems(Kozai 1962; Mazeh & Shaham 1979;
Harrington 1968; Kiseleva et al. 1998; Carruba et al.
2002; Nesvorný et al. 2003; Fabryky & Tremaine 2007).
It leads to a large (order unity) periodi osillations
(Kozai yles) in the eentriity and inlination of in-
ner binaries with high inlinations with respet to the
outer binary orbit (hereafter the relative inlination).
In reent years many binary minor planets [BMPs;
both binary asteroids and binary trans-Neptunian
objets (TNOs)℄ have been disovered in the Solar
system(Rihardson & Walsh 2006). BMPs an be
regarded as the inner binary members of a triple system
in whih the sun is the perturbing ompanion in the
outer orbit. Here we study the importane of suh
perturbations and show that BMPs are suseptible to
Kozai osillations, whih play a major role in their
evolution. The ombined eets of the Kozai mehanism
in addition to tidal frition, (Kozai yles and tidal
frition; KCTF(Mazeh & Shaham 1979; Kiseleva et al.
1998)) whih beomes important for BMPs with high
eentriities (indued by the Kozai mehanism), hange
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the orbital parameters of the BMPs. These eets ould
then erase the observational signatures suggested by the
various formation senarios of BMPs disussed in the
literature(Weidenshilling et al. 1989; Weidenshilling
2002; Merline et al. 2002; Goldreih et al. 2002;
Funato et al. 2004; Rihardson & Walsh 2006; Lee et al.
2007). replaing them with unique and dierent signa-
tures, that are onsistent with urrent observations.
2. KOZAI OSCILLATIONS
Large Kozai osillations (see g. 1; for
whih we used the Kozai and KCTF evolution
ode(Fabryky & Tremaine 2007)) take plae when
the relative inlination between the inner binary orbit
and the outer binary orbit of a triple system is large for
initially irular binaries, i.e. 40◦ . i . 140◦ (hereafter
Kozai inlinations), with somewhat wider inlination
range for initially eentri BMPs. Systems with
Kozai inlinations keep their semi-major axis (SMA)
separation, but ould be driven into periodi hanges
of the other orbital parameters of the inner binary.
The eentriity and inlination hange in a spei
range whih depends on these orbital parameters. The
maximal eentriity indued by the Kozai mehanism
(assuming small initial eentriity) is given by
emax =
√
1− (5/3)cos2(i0), (1)
where e0 and i0 are the initial eentriity and inlina-
tion, respetively (the more general expressions for the
maximal eentriity and minimal eentriity (and in-
linations) for arbitrary initial paramters have somewhat
more lengthy analyti formulation Perets & Naoz 2009).
The typial timesale for Kozai osillations between the
limiting values is given by(Kiseleva et al. 1998)
PK =
2P 2out
3piPin
m1 +m2 +m3
m3
(1− e2out)
3/2 , (2)
where Pout and Pin are the orbital periods of the outer
and inner binaries in the triple system, respetively;
2Fig. 1. Typial Kozai evolution of three BMPs (note loga-
rithmi time sale on the right). Bold blue urves show the Kozai
yles of the binary TNO similar to 2001 QW322 [triangle marks its
urrently observed(Petit et al. 2008) orbital parameters℄. The evo-
lution of 2001 QW322 is not aeted by tidal frition, and probes a
wide range of inlinations and eentriities. The evolution of the
TNO binary 2001 QT297 is also shown in dashed line [irle marks
its urrently observed orbital paramters℄. Red urves show the evo-
lution of a hypothetial main belt binary asteroid aeted both by
the Kozai mehanism and by tidal frition. The BMP periodially
evolves into high eentriities and at later times irularize due to
tidal fores and migrates to small SMA separation. Note that the
nal inlination is typially lose to 140◦ at whih eentriities
during the Kozai yle are highest and tidal frition is therefore
more eient. The small inlination osillations observed at the -
nal stages are due to tidal torques whih beome important at this
stage(Fabryky & Tremaine 2007). These ould have even larger
amplitudes if the spin rate of the BMP members is larger.
m1 + m2 and m3 are the masses of the inner binary
and the third outer member of the triple (the sun in the
ase of the BMP-sun triple system onsidered here), re-
spetively; and eout is the eentriity of the outer binary.
Many of the BMPs observed in the Solar system are
known to have large relative inlinations, making them
suseptible to Kozai osillations (see Perets & Naoz 2009
for an extended disussion of the observed inlinations
of BMPs). For suh systems the timesale for periodi
hanges in the absene of any additional fores (suh as
tidal frition or perienter preession for non-spherial
objets), ould be as short as a few thousand years (typ-
ial for main belt binary asteroids) and up to 107 years
for some binary TNOs; muh shorter than the lifetime
of these systems (see 1 for example). Note that the
short, ∼ 46 yrs, Kozai timesale for the BMP Huenna
3
may enable a diret observation of the Kozai eet
within the next few years, even with urrent observa-
tions auray (we nd emax ≃ 0.23 and emin ≃ 0.15 for
Huenna; i.e. eentriity hange rate of ∼ 3.4 × 10−3
yr
−1
, where urrent error bars on the eentriity are of
±6 × 10−3; Marhis et al. 2008). The hange in een-
3
The inlination of Huenna is outside the Kozai region for ini-
tially irular binaries, however eentri binaries are aeted by
the Kozai mehanism even at lower eentriities.
Fig. 2. The inlination and semi-major axis phase spae at
whih the Kozai, KCTF and Kozai-Hill mehanisms have a dom-
inant role for two observed BMP populations; the binary TNOs
(bottom) and the main belt binary asteroids (top). Observed e-
entri ( × ) and irular (lled irles) BMP orbits are shown.
BMPs with two inlinations solutions, in whih dierent solutions
fall in dierent regimes are marked by green empty irles (other-
wise only one solution is shown, orresponding to better χ2 sore;
urrently observed BMPs will be disussed extensively in a forth-
oming paper; Naoz & Perets, in prep. ). BMPs outside the
Kozai region (Kozai inlinations; marked by dashed lines between
40◦ . i . 140◦) are negligibly aeted by the Kozai evolution.
BMPs in the Kozai region an fundamentally hange their inli-
nations and eentriities and typially have large eentriities
(> 0.05). BMPs in the shaded region are aeted by the Kozai
mehanism and/or tidal frition and are expeted to have relatively
small SMA separations and irularized orbits (< 0.05). Stable
BMPs should not exist in the the Kozai-Hill region (above the up-
per ar). The SMA is given in units of the KCTF region baseline,
rc at whih BMPs are expeted to be irularized.
triities and inlinations during these timesales ould be
as large as ∆e = emax − emin ≃ 0.99 − 0.05 = 0.94 and
∆i = imax− imin ≃ 86− 39 = 47
◦
for the known systems
(e.g. for the binary TNO 2000 OJ67; based upon the
orbital parameters determined by Grundy et al. 2009).
3. KOZAI CYCLES AND TIDAL FRICTION
The SMA separation of BMPs ould evolve due to
the Kozai mehanism, when tidal frition eets are a-
ounted for. Suh eets beome important when the
perienter distane between the BMP members beomes
small enough during the Kozai yles. Orbital energy is
then dissipated in eah perienter approah by the tidal
frition, leading to the evolution of the BMP to smaller
SMA separations and more irular orbits (hereafter
Kozai migration or KCTF mehanism(Mazeh & Shaham
1979; Kiseleva et al. 1998) ; see g. 1). Moreover, suh
evolution ould even lead to mass exhange or oales-
ene of the BMP members into a single (probably irreg-
ularly shaped) minor planet if the separation beomes
small enough.
In g. 2 we show the regions in orbital phase spae
where the Kozai and KCTF proesses beome important
(only dependene on SMAs and inlinations is shown,
3eentriities are assumed to initially be negligible for
simpliity). BMPs in the KCTF region, i.e. BMPs with
large inlinations and small SMAs suh that during their
Kozai evolution their perienter distane beomes small
enough (when their eentriities beome large) for tidal
frition to dominate their further evolution (see g. 2)
are expeted to have small SMA separations and irular-
ized orbits (i.e. low eentriities). Therefore the KCTF
regime is expeted to have a zone of avoidane in it's
upper region (large SMA separations) from whih BMPs
are expeted to migrate into its lower region (small sep-
arations), whih is expeted to be overpopulated with
lose BMPs (possibly even ontat or oalesed ongu-
rations), with low eentriities. Moreover, the distri-
bution of the inlinations for migrating BMPs in the
KCTF ould be double peaked, inreasing towards 40◦
and 140◦(Fabryky & Tremaine 2007) , where the peri-
enter distane is smallest during the Kozai yle, and
therefore tidal frition beomes more dominant and may
lok the system from further evolution of the inlination
at the nal stages of the KCTF evolution (see g. 1 for
suh behavior). Note, however, that for fast spinning
member of BMPs and/or low mass ratio BMPs, inlina-
tions may ontinue to utuate even at late times of the
KCTF evolution, and the inlinations distribution ould
be strongly aeted. In addition, the Kozai mehanism
may still exite small eentriities in BMPs in the KCTF
regime. Suh exitations ould be the soure of small but
non-zero eentriities of BMPs in the KCTF regime,
suh as observed for the binary asteroid Emma and the
the Pluto-Charon system in the Kuiper belt (Stern et al.
2003; Marhis et al. 2008). Suh exitations are likely to
be higher for BMPs with low mass ratios.
We note that the (usually unknown) aspheriity of
the binaries omponents may also aet the BMPs or-
bital evolution (Chauvineau et al. 1993; Sheeres 1994;
Ragozzine & Brown 2009). In addition, minor planets
in higher multipliities (e.g. the triple TNO systems of
2003 EL61) are subjeted to mutual fores from addi-
tional satellites, not taken into aount in our desrip-
tion, whih an substantially aet the evolution of the
system (Ragozzine & Brown 2009). Suh eets are be-
yond the sope of this paper, where we assume all sys-
tems to be binaries with spherial omponents.
4. KOZAI-HILL INSTABILITY
At the other end, if the apoenter distane of a BMP
beomes large enough during the Kozai yles, the tidal
eets of the sun may beome dominant. The binary
separation then beomes loser to or even larger than
the Hill radius of the system; and the BMP is disrupted
(hereafter the Kozai-Hill senario; Perets and Naoz, in
preparation). Therefore the Kozai-Hill region (see g. 2)
should be depleted of BMPs. Note that the Hill radius
has an inlinations dependene at all inlinations due
to the hanging strength of the Coriolis fore whih is
proportional to cos(i)(Innanen 1980; Hamilton & Burns
1991) . The eet of the Kozai mehanism is an addi-
tional eet whih eets only the Kozai region. We use
an analyti expression for the ritial SMA at whih a
given BMP beomes unstable, whih takes into aount
both these eets (Perets & Naoz 2009). We note that
urrently observed BMPs indeed have separations that
are a few times smaller than the Hill radius, but this
ould also be related to other proesses, suh as disrup-
tion of the widest binaries through gravitational enoun-
ters with other minor or major planets.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. KCTF observational signature and BMPs
formations senario
The Kozai, KCTF and Kozai-Hill proesses ould ap-
preiably aet the survival of BMPs, their orbits and
their orbital phase-spae distribution. In g. 2 we
show typial examples of the inlination-SMA separa-
tion phase-spae in whih the dierent Kozai proesses
take plae. The positions of all BMPs with known in-
linations in this phase-spae are also shown (detailed
disussion of the observed inlinations of BMPs is given
elsewhere Perets & Naoz 2009). BMPs in the Kozai re-
gion are not suseptible to tidal frition during the Kozai
yle. For suh BMPs the eentriity and inlinations
ontinuously and periodially hange between the mini-
mal and maximal Kozai eentriity (see e.g. g. 1) and
should therefore have a wide distribution of eentriities
whih would be very dierent from the initial onditions
set by the formation mehanism of the BMPs. The ini-
tial SMA, however, will be onserved in this ase, still
reeting the initial onditions.
We note that the urrent observations (although ur-
rently only a small sample exists) are in good agreement
with our preditions. All the BMPs in the Kozai region
have relatively high eentriities (none are irular, de-
ned here as e < 0.05). The zone of avoidane at the
highest inlinations in the KCTF region is empty, and
BMPs in the KCTF region tend to be irular and with
smaller SMA separations. The large dierene between
binary TNOs and binary asteroids is likely to be related
to dierent formation mehanisms(Rihardson & Walsh
2006) . Note that BMPs formed only at small separa-
tions at whih tidal frition is important would never be
subjeted to the pure Kozai mehanism.
The above preditions should be of major on-
ern when trying to onstrain BMPs' formation se-
narios by observations. Many formations senar-
ios for BMPs have been desribed in the litera-
ture (see ref. (Rihardson & Walsh 2006) for a re-
view) with dierent preditions for the distribution
of BMP SMA separations, eentriities and inlina-
tions (unfortunately, only few studies explored inlina-
tion distribution(Nazzario et al. 2007; Shlihting & Sari
2008) ; given the importane of the Kozai eet we
strongly suggest to explore this in future studies). As
we have shown the initial onditions as presribed by
dierent senarios will be fundamentally hanged by the
Kozai and KCTF evolution. In order to nd evidene
for spei formation senarios of BMPs, it is therefore
essential to take the Kozai evolution of the BMPs into
aount. For example, typial high eentriity BMPs
produed in some senarios suh as the expeted e > 0.8
in the exhange senario of Funato et al.(Funato et al.
2004) , or 0.2 . e . 0.8 in the haos assisted ap-
ture senario(Lee et al. 2007) , ould be observed with
very low eentriities, either due to the random phase
in whih they are observed during their Kozai yle or
due to their KCTF evolution whih would have iru-
larized their orbit (e.g. g. 2). Reently (and after
the initial presentation of this manusript), Petit et al.
4(2008) have reported on the peuliar orbit of the Kuiper
Belt Binary 2001 QW322, with very large SMA but rel-
atively small eentriity. Suh orbit is diult to ex-
plain through previously suggested BMPs formation se-
narios, sine a binary with suh wide SMA is likely to
be produed through the exhange senario senario,
whih would typially produe a highly eentri binary
(Funato et al. 2004). Suh orbit, however, is naturally
produed through the Kozai mehanism presented here.
As shown in g. 1, the orbit of a binary similar to 2001
QW322 ould evolve due to the Kozai mehanism from
initially high eentriity and small perienter distane
separation (in fat omparable to the separation of the
regular Kuiper belt objet 2001 QT297) to have a low
eentriity and muh larger perienter distane separa-
tion, as observed today. Suh a binary ould therefore
have been formed through a binary-single enounter, and
then naturally evolve to its urrent state through Kozai
evolution.
Similarly, typial low eentriity BMPs, suh as might
be expeted to be produed in the dynamial frition ap-
ture senario(Goldreih et al. 2002) , ould be observed
with very high eentriities. Sine these eets our
mainly for BMPs in the main Kozai region, we predit
an inlination and SMA separation dependene of the
eentriity distribution of BMPs, with a transition be-
tween BMPs at the dierent regimes desribed in g. 2.
Similarly the SMA separation distribution would also
be hanged between the dierent regimes. In fat, only
BMPs outside the Kozai region would preserve the een-
triity and SMA separation signature of their formation
senario, whereas in the other regimes these distributions
would be dominated by the Kozai mehanism.
In addition to these preditions, we note the impor-
tane of environmental eets when ombined with Kozai
evolution. In some regions of the solar system BMPs
were likely to form and/or to evolve for some time in
dense environments where they enountered other minor
planets (as suggested or required by most BMP forma-
tion and evolutionary senarios). In suh an environ-
ment, enounters may hange the orbital onguration
of the binaries in quite a haoti way(Heggie 1975) espe-
ially for the wider binaries that are more suseptible to
enounters (larger ross setion). The Kozai timesales
(Eq. 2) ould be shorter than the typial timesale be-
tween onsequent enounters. In suh ases a BMP en-
tering the KCTF regime for the rst time following an
enounter, ould rapidly migrate to smaller SMA sepa-
ration, thus dereasing its hane for further enounters
whih ould have otherwise potentially export it outside
this phase spae region. This KCTF region therefore pro-
dues a sink in the phase-spae distribution and indues
a ow from small inlinations to high inlinations in the
phase-spae distribution of BMPs. We predit that the
KCTF mehanism, when at work in a ollisional environ-
ment, would form a KCTF-ollisional signature in whih
the KCTF and the phase-spae regions lose to it (i.e.
mostly the Kozai region) would be overpopulated rela-
tive to the other phase spae regions (beside the zone of
avoidane whih should be depleted of BMPs). The dis-
tribution of observed binary TNOs is suggestive of suh
a signature (g. 2), with all BMPs at high inlinations,
in addition to an empty region at the zone of avoidane,
but future observations are required in order to show this
at high signiane.
5.2. Binary spin-orbit orrelation and irregularly shaped
minor planets
Sine KCTF evolution drives BMPs into lose ongu-
rations, they may beome lose enough as to evolve into
ontat onguration or even mergers (similar suggestion
was disussed in the ontext of merger of inner binary in
triple stellar systems due to KCTF; Perets & Fabryky
2009). These ontat/merger produts may still show
a signature of their KCTF formation senario produ-
ing a relative spin-orbit inlination whih is likely to be
limited to Kozai inlinations. In addition this Kozai-
indued merger senario ould naturally explain the
existene of large single minor planets with irregular
prolonged shapes (e.g. (Hartmann & Cruikshank 1980;
Romanishin et al. 2001) ) and predit their prolonged
axis to be aligned perpendiular to their spin axis (where
the latter is expeted to have the same biased spin-orbit
inlination distribution as the Kozai ontat binaries).
We note that rotational disruption and diret ollisions
ould also produe irregularly shaped minor planets, but
are not expeted to produe a bias towards high latitude
inlinations. The YORP eet ould also form a bias
toward spei high inlinations, however this proess is
eient only for small asteroids (diameter smaller than
50 km; e.g. Polishook & Brosh 2009, and referenes
there in) , and is not expeted to aet TNOs at all. If
suh mergers produts are abundant they ould eet the
relative spin-orbit inlination distribution, and produe
tilt axis distribution whih is biased towards high lati-
tudes from the orbital plane. Interestingly, suh a bias
exists in the pole distribution of large binary asteroids
(Kryszzy«ska et al. 2007, ; not expeted to be aeted
by YORP).
6. SUMMARY
In this letter we have shown that the seular Kozai
perturbations by the sun have a major role in the dy-
namial evolution of binary minor planets. The Kozai
mehanism leads to large periodi osillations in the e-
entriity and inlination of highly inlined BMP orbits
and the ombined eets of the Kozai mehanism and
tidal frition drives BMPs into short period irular or-
bits. We predit an inlination dependent distribution
of the separation and eentriity of BMPs, due to these
eets, inluding a zone of avoidane at the highest in-
linations. Additionally, the KCTF proess ould lead to
BMPs oalesene and serve as an important route for
the formation of irregular shaped single minor planets
with large axial tilts.
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